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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as drones, have come in a great diversity of several applications such as

military, construction, image and video mapping, medical, search and rescue, parcel delivery, hidden area exploration, oil

rigs and power line monitoring, precision farming, wireless communication and aerial surveillance. The drone industry has

been getting significant attention as a model of manufacturing, service and delivery convergence, introducing synergy with

the coexistence of different emerging domains. 
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1. Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as drones, have received momentous consideration in different disciplines

of military and civilian services due to their enhanced stability and endurance in several operations. Applications of UAVs

are expanding exceptionally due to their advanced use in the internet of things (IoT), 5G and B5G. UAVs have been used

in a variety of applications over the last decade, including object detection and tracking, public security, traffic surveillance,

military operations, exploration of hidden or hazardous areas, indoor or outdoor navigation, atmospheric sensing, post-

disaster operations, healthcare, data sharing, infrastructure management, emergency and crisis management, freight

transportation, wildfire monitoring and logistics .

A UAV is commonly referred as a pilotless aircraft with the capability to fly and stay airborne without requiring any human

onboard operator, providing more cost-efficient operations than equivalent manned systems, and performing cost-efficient

critical mission without risking human life. UAVs can be remotely piloted, whereby control commands are provided from a

ground base station (BS) through a remote control. The UAVs are also capable of performing the control operations

onboard through autopilot and different sensors, including global positioning system (GPS) and inertial measurement units

(IMU).

In particular, UAVs have gained significant attention from leading online retailers, including Walmart, DHL, Google, and

Amazon . Because of the constantly growing popularity of online shopping, which may have a substantial impact on

client purchases, users are increasingly demanding high speed delivery services. As a result, online retailers are looking

for ways to improve delivery times. Retailers, on the other hand, face a major challenge in offering ecofriendly, cost-

effective, and efficient last-mile delivery. UAVs have emerged as promising solutions in this sector, with quick and

innovative designs that ensure last-mile delivery while being environmentally friendly. UAVs can be deployed easily and

quickly, are scalable and flexible, have the self-organization ability, are cost-efficient, and possess high maneuverability.

UAVs vary widely in configuration, size, range, weight, engine type and performance characteristics in order to carry

several payloads including communication gadgets, navigation equipment, sensors, and cameras. There are different

classifications of UAVs according to various parameters such as configuration, engine type, weight, range and size.

2. UAV Applications

2.1. Security, Monitoring, and Surveillance

UAVs are playing an integral role in military surveillance missions. Several countries have added UAVs in their defense

strategic plans. Countries are using these flying robotics machines for enemy detection, anti-poaching, border control and

maritime monitoring of critical sea lanes. Low cost, reliable and versatile UAVs are currently playing a significant

contribution in aerial surveillance, monitoring and survey of any specific area to prevent any illegal activity. For instance,

surveillance for any threat can be detected through drones and they can be used to monitor any movement activity in any

restricted area. UAV can provide these services by sensing an automatic alert with minimal manual efforts.
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2.2. Disaster Management

In the case of a man-made or natural disaster such as terrorist attacks, tsunami and floods, UAVs can gain access to

disaster truck locations that are hazardous for manned activity. These disasters can severely damage telecommunication

infrastructure, transportation, power and water utilities. UAVs can help to collect information, necessitate rapid solutions

and navigate debris. Radars, sensors and high quality cameras incorporated in UAVs can assist rescue teams to identify

damage and immediately start recovery operations and send resources such as first aid medical kits and manned

helicopters. UAVs can assist in finding timely disaster estimation, providing disaster alerts and help in finding efficient

countermeasures. In case of wildfire, a swarm of drones containing fire extinguishers can monitor, examine and trace any

area without endangering human lives. Thus, UAVs can assist in real-time coverage of large areas without risking the

safety and the security of the personnel involved. Early warning through UAVs can help to rescue human beings and

wildlife at risk.

2.3. Remote Sensing

Currently, amateur drone technology has been used to get high resolution imagery data of remote areas, islands,

mountaintops and coastlines. UAV technology bridges the gap between airborne, spaceborne and ground-based remote

sensing data. Low cost and lightweight characteristics of UAVs support quality observation with high temporal and spatial

resolutions. The remote sensing capabilities of UAVs can support in disease detection, water quality monitoring, drought

monitoring, oil and gas, yield estimates, hydrological modeling, biodiversity conservation, geological disaster survey,

terrain survey, forest mapping, and crop monitoring. This technology can also be used for crowd sourced mapping and

creation of 3D environmental maps and has become an active part of archaeology and cartography. Affordable drones can

help to provide latest data that can fit land planning budget without relying on outdated mapping sources. UAVs applied to

remote sensing for different applications are shown is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. UAV and remote sensing applications.

2.4. Search and Rescue (SAR)

UAVs are considered to be of pivotal importance in critical scenarios such as disaster management, rescue operations

and public safety. UAVs can save a lot of manpower, resources and time by offering real-time imagery data of intended

locations. Consequently, a SAR team can timely detect and decide where accurately the assistance is urgently required.

UAVs can speed up SAR operations in disastrous situations like missing persons, avalanches, wildfires and poisonous

gas infiltration. For instance, drones can be used to track mountaineers who are lost during any mission or protect human



lives lost in any remote desert or forest. Thus, drones can assist in tracing unfortunate victims or any challenging terrains

or hard atmospheric conditions. Drones can provide necessary medical supplies before the arrival of any ambulance or

medical team. Drones can be equipped with medical kits, life-saving jackets and food supplies to disaster-stricken areas

and remote location. Such drones can provide cloth, water and necessary items to stranded human beings in inaccessible

areas before the arrival of rescue crews.

2.5. Construction and Infrastructure Inspection

As-built mapping, construction monitoring and site inspection have become efficient, easy and fast through UAVs.

Monitoring of construction projects from start to finish ensures quality progress of site work. It can provide reports

containing imagery, video and 3D mapping to potential stakeholders. This technology can significantly support

infrastructure and construction inspection applications. There is rapidly expanding interest in UAVs used for GSM towers

inspection, gas pipeline monitoring, power lines inspection and construction projects monitoring .

2.6. Precision Agriculture

UAVs can be used in precision agriculture for collecting data from ground sensors (water quality, soil properties, moisture,

etc.), pesticide spraying, disease detection, irrigation scheduling, weed detection and crop monitoring and management.

The incorporation of UAVs in precision agriculture is a time-saving and cost-efficient technology that can enhance

profitability, productivity and crop yields in farming systems. In addition, UAVs assist pest damage, weed monitoring,

chemical spraying and agriculture management, thereby they effectuating a better yield of the crops to meet specific

production requirements. UAVs along with remote sensing can be a game-changer for precision farming. It provides

temporal, spatial and spectral resolution, but can also offer multi-angular observation and detailed vegetation height data.

UAVs can put a significant impact on agriculture industry by performing smart aerial mapping. UAVs equipped with right

sensors and appropriate cameras can monitor health of crops in terms of leaf thickness, foreign contaminants, chlorophyll

level and temperature . In ref. , WH Maes et al. briefly discussed the progress on remote sensing with UAVs in growth

vigor assessment, nutrient status, pathogens and weed detection and drought stress. In the future, image processing

techniques can be used to investigate plants diseases and other traits from UAV captured high resolution images.

2.7. Real-Time Monitoring of Road Traffic

Road traffic monitoring (RTM) system constitutes a domain where the integration of UAVs has captured great interest. In

RTM, the complete automation of transportation sector can be achieved through UAVs . It will include the automation of

rescue teams, road surveyors, traffic police and field support teams. Reliable and smart UAVs can assist in the

automation of these elements. UAVs have emerged as new promising tools to gather data about traffic conditions on

highways. In contrast to conventional monitoring devices such as microwave sensors, surveillance videos cameras and

loop detectors, cost-efficient drones can monitor huge road segments . Drones can be operated by local police to get a

sharp vision of road accidents or massive security crackdown on highway criminal activities such as car theft. Other

applications include vehicle identification, raids on suspect vehicles, chasing armed robbers and hijackers or anyone who

violates traffic rules. It can also detect vehicle over-speeding, accidents and can assist in avoiding traffic jams and mass

congestions . An overview of UAV services on highway is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. UAV assistance on highway.

UAVs can be used for road conditions monitoring such as indicating any cracks and giving an early warning to avoid

possible accidents and reduce damages. Currently, road monitoring and inspection are implemented through manned

vehicles and its automation level must be improved. The integration of road inspection technology and UAVs can

significantly reduce road damages. Moreover, target detection algorithms can be implemented on road cracks images

taken from UAVs for effective detection.

2.8. UAVs for Automated Forest Restoration

Another emerging research domain is to utilize UAVs for automated forest restoration (AFR). UAVs can be deployed to

assist in several tasks needed for the implementation of forest restoration such as site survey, restoration strategy, site

infrastructure, seeds supply, site management (fertilizing and weeding etc.), and biodiversity survey following restoration

interventions . Existing available technologies such as positioning and imaging sensors help UAVs to perform certain

tasks including rudimentary pre-restoration site surveys and monitor several aspect of biodiversity recovery. UAVs can

monitor changes in climate, ecosystem composition, and functions of forests as well as supporting inspection of forest

restoration . High resolution cameras installed in UAVs can provide appropriate data on forest ecosystems to assist

forest restoration projects. The adequate resolution of UAV cameras can support characterizing and analysis of forest

areas due to their ease in acquiring data and versatility. Furthermore, optical sensors installed in UAVs are also being

utilized to attain geometric features of forests e.g., canopy diameter and height . Similarly, remote sensing operations

from UAVs are also reliable and efficient substitutes for traditional forest measures.

2.9. UAVs for Inspection of Overhead Power Lines

Detection and prevention of faults from power lines is crucial for the availability and reliability of electricity supply. The

drawbacks of traditional techniques include high cost, cumbersome deployment and hazardous risks. Therefore, UAV-

aided power line distribution and transmission lines inspection as shown in Figure 3 have gained significant interest by

researchers. Inspection of power lines also refers to the safety of a power transmission grid. UAV equipped with digital

camera to take images of power lines corridors is a convenient approach to support these inspection tasks . UAVs can

be used to trace power pylons for damaged bolts, corrosion or rust and lightning strikes. Short-circuiting of these power

lines usually occurs due to harsh weather conditions, bush fires and tree falls. In a recent study , scholars discussed

the installation of UAVs in the overhead power lines to identify faults. Both UAVs and climbing robots can be used to

locate faults. UAVs can perform these inspection operations at lower cost than helicopters and low risk associated to
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conventional foot patrol. Among different UAVs, fixed-wing UAVs that can fly faster and higher are mostly preferred for

rough inspection and vegetation monitoring. In contrast, multi-rotor UAVs are utilized to get images by hovering in the air

at a closer position to the objects. Multi-rotor UAVs are suitable due to high 3D maneuverability. Despite these potentials,

use of multi-rotor UAV in a confined or complex environment is challenging for the autonomous mission plan and pilot. In

the future, advanced data gathering, sharing and processing algorithms should be investigated for cooperative UAVs

network to support reliable, efficient and faster inspections.

Figure 3. Inspection of power lines through UAV.
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